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Abstract
Google Maps and other such maps in GIS have a lot of significance in every
one’s life for in modern world due to technological development as well as
contemporary needs in travelling, business planning, agriculture, e-marketing
supply chain management, census and planning and excessive use of mobile
phones. Being a revolutionary technology, it attracts the users from its inception. It has been revolutionary in having an impact on one’s daily life by
helping one explore geographical locations virtually anywhere on the whole
planet. It has become a norm that people use Google Maps before or while
commuting to a certain place as most of the people rely on it to provide the
shortest or fastest route to a destination. Google Maps has had a profound
impact not only one’s personal life, but has opened new avenues of marketing,
business intelligence, urban planning, infrastructure strategy development, as
well as traffic engineering. Hence, no one can deny the impact it has had on
our society in a short period. However, Google Maps has security concerns
associated with its use. This is because whenever a user is searching for a geographical location on Google Maps, there is no way to ascertain his/her intention. As result, whatever is requested by the user, it is provided without much
security checks or personal specific logging history. Criminal minded people
may use the technology to carry out unwarranted and uncalled-for activities
such as terror attacks, exploitation of military assets, target killing, trailing a
potential victim, kidnapping, demanding ransom money, and compromising
national security etc. Numbers of such activities may be carried out using the
guidance from “Google Maps” without getting noticed. This is largely due to
that anonymous login is allowed into Google Maps. The paper highlights the
main security issues that exist in the use of Google Maps and suggests the key
areas to improve upon. In this research paper, we discuss the security concerns related to Google Maps utilization and try to identify the associated
risks that may be worst in some situations due to that it is significant to assess
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the usage of this tremendous technology. We categorize the millions of Anonymous Google Maps users into two major categories (Anonymous Good
Users and Anonymous Bad Users) based on Google Maps browsing and analyze the associated risks and potential threats and propose the way to minimize them. In future, if Google Maps adopts the proposed techniques and improves upon, then its utilization minimizes security concerns and makes the
world much safe place.
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1. Introduction
The Google Maps mashup is a very twenty-first-century beast born of code from
disparate Web applications [1]. Mashups are product of Web 2.0 and attract
both industry and academia. They represent an ad hoc composition technology
of Web applications that allows users to utilize the content retrieved from external data sources and create entirely new services [2] [3]. Google Maps has been
making profound impact on human life for a while now [4]. It helps people visit
places, literally throughout the world, easily even though they aren’t aware of
those places or haven’t visited them previously. In past, it was quite difficult to
travel to any place if you are not aware of its location. Not anymore. Google
Maps is there to help while you are driving a car, aboard a public transit, or riding a bike; simply using Google Maps to direct you to your desired location [5].
Moreover, it provides other details such as time to your destination, distance
remaining, traffic situation, bus routes, etc. that can be used for making efficient
decisions [6]. It also helps businesses in terms of marketing by classifying them
into restaurants, shopping centers, picnic places, coffees shops, travel industries,
rent-a-car, fuel pumps, workshops, hotels, private hospitals etc. [7]. Similarly,
there are many other businesses that earn substantial marketing exposure due to
the Google Maps technology.
As a result, millions of users interact with Google Maps daily to draw advantage. This usage generates huge history logs that can be used to improve user
experience. The users discussed thus far are law abiding citizens who do not
have any ulterior motives that use the services anonymously. But what about the
people who use these services to carry out some suspicious agenda? There are
terrorists, mafia, extortionists, and robbers etc. who have bad intentions and use
Google Maps for carrying out their ulterior motives such as collecting sensitive
information regarding Military, Law Enforcing Agencies, Government Departments, Sensitive public places, Sensitive installations, and others. They can use
this information to breach the security of such places [8], so careful thought
must be put in to address these issues to prevent negative usage of Google Maps
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by criminal minded users and avoid compromising the physical security of
highly sensitive areas.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

2. Google Maps Application
It is a great technological advancement all over the world that helps millions of
its users in getting quality geographical information for finding paths, locations,
places, distances, required time to travel at specific place, and making rational
decisions on the behalf of provided information. It has totally changed the way
of thinking and decision making on a large scale of a common user in an effective manner. It has caused exponential growth for businesses worldwide; millions of users interact with it on daily basis for exploring different places. It has
also helped tourism industry of all the countries by providing detailed insights,
reviews and much more that enable easy access to those locations that remained
hidden in the past.

3. Google Maps Users and Classification
After the commencement of Google Maps Technology millions of users are utilizing this technology on daily basis for finding different geographical locations
and reduce time consuming tasks such as finding path, time required to reach at
destination, total distance, transit travel, etc. by this technology. As in result,
millions of users spend their time on Google Maps. Moreover, these users are
anonymous for Google Maps because there is no requirement of user authentication or authorization such as login, session logs, or security verification.
Hence, millions of users are still anonymous for google and their intentions are
not known [9].
Figure 1 shows that users of Google Maps can be classified into two major
categories basis on utilization of Google Maps technology:

Figure 1. Google Maps users.
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 Anonymous Good User;
 Anonymous Criminal User.
Succeeding headings and diagrams will be helpful to understand the categories of anonymous users.

3.1. Anonymous Good Users
Google Maps users who are searching for places and have desire to get information regarding their needs that can be helpful to travel as well as getting know
how and other related information regarding specific place having no suspicious
thoughts. Such users do not pose any real threat or risk as they are not intending
to achieve anything wrong. Similarly, they are not compromising the physical
security of the high-profile places like government departments, secured army
facilities, or other sensitive places that pertain to national interest. These kinds of
users do not deal any further study or investigation they are generally “good”
users. Figure 2 shows the classification of anonymous good users so potential
risks are not associated with this sort of Google Maps users.

3.2. Anonymous Bad Users
A Google Maps user who is searching for a place with criminal intentions and
desire to achieve suspicious activity is classified as an Anonymous Criminal User
[10]. These users search for information that can be helpful for getting sensitive
insights regarding places that may compromise security of governmental departments, military installations, and facilities relating to national security of a
country. Moreover, such users may use maps to their advantage in carrying out
nonsocial activities such as demanding ransom money in acts of kidnapping,
murder or target killing. These horrendous acts can be executed after collecting
location/route information from maps [11], without being noticed as Google
Maps allows access from any place without being verified. Similarly, Google
Maps doesn’t take any details of its users and doesn’t make any history logs for
such anonymous users who are cyber criminals [12]. They pose real threat for

Figure 2. Anonymous good users.
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the national security of not only countries [13], but also societies, communities
and common peoples. Hence, they should be dealt in efficient manner. Ways to
ensure rational browsing regarding locations, neighborhoods and sensitive places etc. are discussed consequently. Figure 3 shows anonymous bad users.

4. Google Maps Should Adopt
A proposed way for Google Maps is to initiate authenticated sign up mechanism
[14], for all users after getting necessary credentials during signup process. This
will allow Google Maps to maintain the associated records & credentials of each
user along with session information, access location, browsing history, searching
of places etc. into Google Maps databases which can be used for monitoring &
analyzing later, if it is required conditionally. Figure 4 shows signup process that
can be helpful for neutralizing potential risks.

Initiate Sign up Process
Google Maps should introduce the sign-up process as shown in Figure 4 to users
before browsing and searching any location. It should be mandatory to be registered a user after providing necessary credentials to Google Maps so that a user
can be authenticated every time [14]. Whenever a user wants to search a location
he or she must login through the same credentials as a legitimate user.

Figure 3. Anonymous bad users.

Figure 4. Sign up process.
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5. Monitoring & Reviewing Agreement
Google Maps should take acceptance from users on Monitoring & Reviewing
agreement and warn to users regarding suspected browsing. If user browses a
location that is highly sensitive, then user’s activities can be monitored and reviewed. These may include acquiring user information such as session information, session locations details, history logs, browsed places etc. for performing
investigations by the law enforcing agencies if any untoward incident or act of
terror happens at that location.
This will be helpful for identification of “Criminal Users” that has been remaining “anonymous” up till now. Such users will not remain “anonymous”
when Google Maps ensures that whoever wants to use Google Maps, must provide necessary credentials such as e-mail address and mobile numbers etc. consequently it will be extremely useful in tracking those criminal users who have
bad intensions to violate physical security of highly sensitive area or having
some suspicious intensions to disrupt the society.

6. Potential Threats of Anonymous Users
Millions of users of Google Maps utilize the assistance provided by this outstanding technology in everyday life and get better solutions of their problems
for identifying any location as per their requirements. But, as already mentioned,
many potential threats in form of criminal users having bad intensions, achieve
their goals without being noticed. Since its inception, such users are utilizing this
technology for malicious acts. We can see terrorist acts are happening all around
the World and the overall security has been compromised due to ill mindsets,
they use modern technologies including Google Maps for their worse intends.
Moreover, terrorists may collect vital spatial details prior to carrying out an offensive at sensitive locations. As in result, such incidents also fall into the category of cyber terrorism.

7. Distinctive Behaviors
If any incident or act of terror occurs at specific highly sensitive location, then
law & enforcement agencies may get prompt assistance from Google Maps for
assessing the history logs and identify those users who browsed for that specific
location and gain vital spatial information from Google Maps. This information
may lead to perform analysis and uncover their actual intensions as per browsing habits, history logs, and performing statistical and predictive analysis based
on the available and accessible knowledge base. User’s browsing pattern can be
used to distinguish whether a user has positive intensions or negative intensions.
Moreover, the ones marked as having ill intentions or past criminals can be monitored and remain on watch list by law enforcement agencies. Figure 5 shows
that a potential bad user can be identified by browsing history and searching activities that can be used for predicting the risks and potential threats.
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2018.61027
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Figure 5. Monitoring user’s behavior.

8. Recommendations and Future Work
In this paper, we have focused on security concerns relating to the use of Google
Maps. We elaborated that millions of users using the technology are still anonymous and we are generally unaware of their intensions and motive behind the
activities. As a result, they may accomplish their ulterior motives such as bomb
blasts, target killing, mass shooting, high profile kidnapping, kidnapping for
ransom etc. without being noticed. To cope with these challenges, main areas of
future development should focus on the following:
1) Account creation must be mandatory for Google Maps Users.
2) Necessary credentials of the users must be filled in during the sign-up
process.
3) Session logs, browsing history and activity logs must be maintained for
each user.
4) Users must sign acceptance to terms and conditions that should include
that in case of any suspected activity from the Google Map Account, legal actions can be taken against specific user.
5) In the result of signup process, millions of anonymous users will not further remain anonymous in future.
6) Google Maps must show warning pop ups to its users if he or she is trying
to access any secure or sensitive place for browsing.
7) Statistical data analysis and predictive analytics can be used for predicting
and judging the behavior of suspected user by applying these techniques on
browsing history.
8) Learning mechanism in Artificial intelligence may be employed to mimic
the behavior of a criminal user and potential malicious users of Google Maps
may be forecasted.
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9) Cybercrimes acts can be used on Google Maps users if they are found
guilty.
10) If any incident or act of terror happens at specific location, then browsing
history of a user about that place can be reviewed and findings can be correlated
with other available information for tracing criminals.

9. Conclusion
This research dealt with Google Maps Security Concerns related to Google Maps
browsing, we focused on this great contemporary technology, it’s importance,
it’s usage in every one’s life, we classified millions of Google Maps users into two
major categories: Anonymous Good Users and Anonymous Bad Users. We
don’t have (Security Risk) concern with good users but real concerns are criminal users, they are accomplishing their malicious intentions by utilizing this
tremendous technology, we proposed different ways to deal with those criminal
users, if any incident occurs then in what initiatives or ways to correlate a criminal user’s activities by Google Maps browsing history for tracing criminals, we
focused on security concerns of Google Maps, finally we recommended the future works such as signup mechanism that would enables Google Maps for getting necessary credentials such as user’s contact details, country and city names,
maintaining session logs will be helpful for identification of which device is used
to access Google Maps and from which region it is used, history logs will be
helpful for determining user’s intensions such as using probabilistic methods,
statistical methods, artificial intelligence & knowledge based learning systems
can be developed for predicting user’s behavior & tracing them for minimizing
the associated risks and handling the security issues in appropriate manners in
the real time for making rational decisions, consequently it would be a proactive
approach for dealing with potential threats of cyberterrorism and terrorism because terrorism is a real issue all around the globe and we have a chance to set
appropriate controls to mitigate the identified risk and threats for resolving the
issues of “Google Maps Security Concerns”.
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